
From: Arnie Cohen
To: Shannon Kelly
Cc: redistricting
Subject: Re: Differentiating the horizontal maps
Date: Tuesday, January 25, 2022 6:04:03 PM

This is what I found from the Agenda Packet.

The maps that exclude Ponto from D4 and move it to D3 are:

84695
84682
84698
89058
49345
49365
79064
94249
96786
NDC105

The maps that keep Ponto in D4 are:

88418
69103
96876
97192
NDC101
NDC101b
NDC102
d98859
78343
d96786b

Thanks
Arnie Cohen

On Tue, Jan 25, 2022 at 4:20 PM Arnie Cohen <arnter@gmail.com> wrote:
Shannon,

I will look over the maps in the agenda packet this evening and send you the map numbers
that are in each of the groups I am referring to.

Thanks
Arnie 

On Tue, Jan 25, 2022, 2:26 PM Shannon Kelly <skelly@ndcresearch.com> wrote:
Hello,
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From a demographer standpoint, it would be helpful to know if there are any particular
maps, from the group identified by Commissioner members last meeting, that are of
concern.  Are there any particular maps from that group that meet that might work to
address concerns about the Pronto community?  Particular map numbers are always
helpful.

Thank you,

Shannon Kelly
Consultant,
National Demographics Corporation

On Tue, Jan 25, 2022 at 12:59 PM redistricting <redistricting@carlsbadca.gov> wrote:

Good Afternoon,

 

This is to confirm that we are in receipt of your email. This will be forwarded to the
demographer and provided to the commission for consideration at their next meeting.

 

Thank you,

 

 

Faviola Medina, CMC

City Clerk Services Manager

Office of the City Clerk

P: 760-434-5989

 

From: Arnie Cohen <arnter@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, January 24, 2022 4:47 PM
To: redistricting <redistricting@CarlsbadCA.gov>
Subject: Differentiating the horizontal maps

 

Good afternoon. I would like to share an observation about what I see
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as the two groups of maps that include 4 coastal districts. 

 

One grouping has only a narrow strip of D4 between El Camino Real
and the coast. This segment has virtually no population. The D4
Council member would have very few constituents that are close to
the beach.

 

The other grouping is similar to our current map and extends north at
the coast to include the Ponto communities. This provides for a
significant population in D4 that is close to the beach.

 

There are two reasons to review this factor in your deliberations.
First, is the obvious benefit to the Council member when they have
coastal residents in their district. Second, there are a
significant number of  Ponto area residents and they voted for the D4
Council member in 2020. If they are now moved to D3 they will get to
vote again this year for the D3 Council member. In light of some
important and contentious issues in that part of the coast, please
consider whether that shift is appropriate.

 

Thank you

Arnie Cohen

CAUTION:  Do not open attachments or click on links unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

-- 
Shannon Kelly,
NDC Consultant
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